Who We Are.
MHA Solutions is a full-service brokerage firm, serving business and individual clients.
We specialize in employment benefits, property and casualty insurance, and risk management.
Supporting our clients’ financial and wellness needs is the foundation of our mission.

Providing creative solutions for your insurance and risk management challenges
tailored to your unique business, personal, or employee benefit-related needs.

Talk to Us.
We’re Here for You.

500 District Avenue
Burlington, MA 01803
781-262-6250

MyMHASolutions.com

For all your insurance, risk management,
and employee benefit needs.

Employee Benefits
An Engaged Employee is Your Best Asset.

What Can MHA Solutions Do for You?
We help clients, in any industry, make informed decisions that benefit
their bottom line, keep their employees well, and protect property.
We can tailor-fit a creative solution for any insurance or risk management
need.

Our range of value-added services covers a variety of health
and welfare topics. In addition to the full suite of employee
benefit offerings, we provide HR professionals with a stateof-the-art data analysis platform.

Our highly experienced team
of industry experts will work
with each client to develop
a customized solution to
all their insurance and risk
management challenges.
We provide exceptional service,
obtain superior products,
and offer the most competitive
pricing to foster the widest,
value-based opportunities for
your business.

We bring a unique perspective to the healthcare industry and are
positioned to deliver optimum results that also fit your budget.

Business Insurance

ONLY with MHA Solutions can you find:
• Decades of expertise and in-depth knowledge of the healthcare industry.
• The combined resources and industry-wide clout of our parent, the
Massachusetts Health and Hospital Association (MHA). No other broker
can make this claim.

Preserve Your Assets While You Grow Your Business.
In today’s litigious society, it’s more important than ever
to have the right coverage. Changes in exposure can leave 		
you vulnerable to uninsured loss and increased liability.

• The strength in numbers to negotiate with leading insurance vendors
to secure exclusive terms and conditions and preferred pricing for our
healthcare clients.

Talk to Us.
We will listen to your concerns and develop a customized and competitive
solution to any challenge or obstacle.
					Call Us

781-262-6250

** MHA Solutions is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Massachusetts Health and Hospital Association
(MHA), encompassing business insurance, personal insurance, and employee benefit programs.

• Data analytics with benchmarking capabilities
• One-of-a-kind exclusive health and welfare programs
• Workplace wellness
• Signature-ready 5500 prep, Benefit Guides
and Benefit Statements
• Compliance resources
• Vendor management
• Strategic Plan Designs incorporating various funding
methodologies

Healthcare is our Foundation.

No Two Clients
Are the Same.

Talk with us about:

Personal Insurance
Insurance Coverage to Grow With Your Needs.

Talk with us about:
• Property Insurance
• Flood
• Workers Compensation
• Liability policies to cover:
– General
– Professional
– Cyber Security
– Employment Practice
– Excess

Talk with us about:
• Homeowners
• Personal Auto

Has your individual insurance program kept pace with the
growth of your assets?

• Excess Liability

When it comes to protecting what you’ve worked so hard for,
it’s important to partner with someone who understands
your unique insurance needs. Our team has the experience
to help uncover gaps in coverage and to provide solutions.

• Fine Art and Jewelry

• Watercraft
• Flood

